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Abstract—The ensemble is an universal machine learn-
ing method that is based on the divide-and-conquer
principle. In data clustering, ensemble aims to improve
performance in terms of processing speed and clustering
quality. Most existing ensemble methods become more
difficult due to the inherent complexities such as un-
certainty, vagueness and overlapping. In this paper, we
proposed a new ensemble method that improve the ability
to identify uncertainty issues, deal with the noise, and
accelerate hyperspectral image data clustering. We called
fuzzy co-clustering ensemble algorithm (eFCoC). eFCoC
uses fuzzy co-clustering algorithm (FCoC) to clustering
data and silhouette-based assessment of cluster tendency
algorithm (SACT) to ensemble the final clustering re-
sult. Experiments were conducted on synthetic data sets
and hyper-spectral images. Experimental results demon-
strated the key properties, rationality, and practicality of
the proposed method.

Index Terms—Fuzzy co-clustering, clustering ensem-
ble, assessment of cluster tendency, hyper-spectral image,
image segmentation

I. INTRODUCTION

Ensemble is an universal machine learning method

that is based on the divide-and-conquer principle. It is

constructed with a set of individual models working

in parallel, whose outputs are combined with a de-

cision fusion strategy to produce a single answer for

a given problem [1]-[4]. The models can be classi-

fication, prediction, regression or clustering, that the

ensemble is designed to do. Clustering ensemble is

a machine learning method for data clustering. Clus-

tering ensemble aims to combine multiple clustering

models to produce a better result than that of the

individual clustering algorithms in terms of consistency

and quality [1]. Since clustering ensemble has been

proposed, it has rapidly attracted much attention. Some

recent research on ensemble in machine learning fields

such as mining industry [5], biology and medicine

[6]-[8], pattern recognition [9]-[11], categorical data

[12]-[14], image processing [15]-[17], environmental

management [18], [19], and big data processing [20].

Generally, clustering ensemble has been shown to be

very effective in unsupervised learning. It fits more

data sets than clustering and it is also robust against

noise and outliers. However, most existing ensemble

algorithms are based on static model [27], they become

more difficult due to the inherent complexities such as

uncertainty, vagueness and overlapping. In this paper,

we proposed a new ensemble method that improve

the ability to identify uncertainty issues, deal with

the noise, and accelerate hyperspectral image data

clustering. We called fuzzy co-clustering ensemble al-

gorithm eFCoC. First, the data is divided into different

parts. Then, FCoC algorithm is used to clustering

these data parts. Finally, SACT algorithm is used

to fuse the obtained results from FCoC algorithms.

eFCoC is seen as a dynamically ensemble clustering

model that consists of three main stages. The dynamic

characteristic of this model is that each FCoC module

can be adjusted to deal with the degree of noise and

uncertainty on each data subsets through the fuzzy

parameters of the objective function FCoC. This paper

is organized as follows. Section 2 presents in detail the

proposed method including review of the techniques

related for our proposed approach. In Section 3 a set

of experimental results is presented to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed method. The discussion

of the results is also given in the end of Section 3. The

conclusions are given in Section 4.

II. FUZZY CO-CLUSTERING ENSEMBLE METHODS

A. The concept of clustering ensemble

The definition of clustering ensemble [3] is as

follows: there is a data set X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}
that has N data point. Data X is divided into M
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different data subsets X = X1,X2, . . . , XM . Then,

M clustering algorithms are used to clustering these

data subsets Xi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) and generate M
different partitions P = {P1, P2, . . . , PM}. A consen-

sus function is used to ensemble the result partitions

P = {P1, P2, . . . , PM} to obtain the final clustering

result P∗. In addition, for clustering quality evaluation,

eFCoC is added to the evaluation phase. The intuitive

illustration of clustering ensemble is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Framework of clustering ensemble

B. Proposed fuzzy co-clustering ensemble algorithm

In this section we will present and analyze the

components of proposed fuzzy co-clustering ensemble

algorithm, which is called eFCoC algorithm.

1) Splitting input data: The first task of the ensem-

ble algorithm is to divide the data into different M
subsets. The purpose of this task is parallel processing

to accelerate overall processing. In addition, the data

splitting is also used to isolate the noise and uncertain

data components which can be handled separately more

effectively.

2) Clustering algorithm: Selecting the clustering

algorithm is one of the most important tasks for the

ensemble methods. The most existing ensemble algo-

rithms are based on static model. Such as the method in

[28] uses the k-means algorithm for sentiment analysis,

in [11] uses k-nearest neighbor for attack samples clas-

sification, in [8] uses support vector machine for breast

cancer diagnosis. The drawbacks of these models are

sensitivity to data size and uncertainty. FCoC is an

unsupervised learning technique used to solve multi-

dimensional clustering problems such as clustering

documents and keywords [21, 23], multi-dimensional

data classification [24, 25], color image segmentation

[22], multi-spectral and hyper-spectral clustering [26].

FCoC uses Tu and Tv fuzzy parameters to adjust

the detection ability of noise and uncertainty. The

drawback of improved fuzzy co-clustering methods is

high computational complexity, especially when there

is an increase in data size. In this paper we have

used FCoC in the ensemble model to overcome some

limitations of FCoC on computational complexity and

uncertainty.

3) Partitions: P1, P2, ..., PM are the partitions ob-

tained from the clustering modules that contain the

clusters of the corresponding data subsets. The consen-

sus function treat these data clusters as super-objects.

Let N1, N2, ..., NM be the corresponding number of

clusters of P1, P2, .., PM , so we have a set of super-

objects XNew with sizes NNew = N1+N2+...+NM .

Thus, instead of clustering the original X data set with

the size N , we can clustering XNew data set with size

of NNew.

4) Consensus function: In the clustering ensemble

model, the consensus function serves as a fusion tech-

nique of clustering results. Normally, the number of

clusters is unknown, so the consensus function must

also have the function of determining the appropriate

cluster solution for each particular data set. A variety

of consensus functions have been developed and can be

classified to four major categorizations: direct, feature-

based, pairwisesimilarity based and graph-based ap-

proaches [2]. Where graph-based approaches are more

interested [3]. SACT algorithm [29] is one graph-based

approache that have proven effective in cluster trend

evaluation. In this paper, SACT algorithm is used as a

consensus function to fusion the clustering results and

determine the appropriate number of data clusters.

5) Cluster evaluation: In this phase, the aim is

to evaluate the quality of the final clustering result.

This is an important task to determine whether the

proposed method is effective. In this paper, we use the

assessment indices as Partition Coefficient index (PC)

[30], Mean Squared Error index (MSE) [31], Image

Quality Index (IQI) [32], Recall and Precision [33].

Note that, PC, IQI, Recall, Precision are larger and

MSE is smaller, the clustering quality is better.

6) Schema of the proposed algorithm eFCoC:
eFCoC algorithm uses FCoC for data clustering and

SACT to fusion the final clustering result. Schema of

eFCoC algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. In this algorithm,

FCoC is described in detailed in [22] and SACT

is described in detailed in [29]. eFCoC algorithm

demonstrates flexibility in dealing with the noise and

uncertainty by the ability to adjust Tu and Tv fuzzy

parameters for individual data subsets. This is very

meaningful for data sets that have distributed distri-

bution. Such as image data, so splitting data can help

us isolate noise for more efficient processing.
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Algorithm 1 eFCoC algorithm

Input: Data set X =
{
xi, xi ∈ RD

}
, i =1, N .

Output: The clustering results P ∗ =
{P ∗

1 , P
∗
2 , ..., P

∗
C}.

1. Split data: X = {X1, X2, ..., XM},
M⋃
i=1

Xi = X ,

Xi ∩Xj = ∅, i �= j, ∀i, j = 1,M ;

2. For i=1 to M do

2.1. Parallel implementation FCoC(i) with (M -1)

FCoC(j) algorithm;

2.2. Initialize parameters C(i), Tu, Tv , ε(i) and τ
(i)
max;

2.3. Initialize C(i) random centroids P (i) ={
P

(i)
1 , P

(i)
2 , .., P

(i)

C(i)

}
;

2.4. Run FCoC(i) with data subset Xi and parameters

C(i), T
(i)
u , T

(i)
v , ε(i) and τ

(i)
max;

2.5. Determine the quality of FCoC(i) by validity

indexes PC, MSE, IQI;

2.6. If the quality of clustering is good then go to Step

3. Else adjust the parameters run FCoC(i) again by

going to Step 2.3.

3. End For

4. Get C(i) clusters{
Cluster

(i)
1 , Cluster

(i)
2 , ..., Cluster

(i)

C(i)

}
with

C(i) centroids P (i) =
{
P

(i)
1 , P

(i)
2 , .., P

(i)

C(i)

}
;

5. Collect clusters XNew ={
X

(New)
1 , X

(New)
2 , ..., X

(New)
NNew

}
with X

(New)
1 =

Cluster
(1)
1 , X

(New)
2 = Cluster

(1)
2 , ...,

X
(New)
j = Cluster

(i)
1 , X

(New)
j+1 = Cluster

(i)
2 ,

. . . , X
(New)
NNew

= Cluster
(M)

C(M) and NNew =

C(1) + C(2) + ...+ C(M);

6. Run SACT on data set XNew;

7. Qualitative the quality of clustering by validity

indexes PC, MSE, IQI.

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of experiments

on synthetic data sets and hyperspectral image using

the proposed ensemble clustering algorithm and the

single clustering algorithm.

A. High-dimensional synthetic data sets

The first experiment, we have conducted clustering

on six high-dimensional synthetic data sets which is

downloaded from the clustering data sets of Speech

and Image Processing Unit, School of Computing

Table I
CLUSTERING RESULTS USE EFCOC AND FCOC SINGLE

Data Alg. PC MSE IQI Prec. Rec. τ Time

D1
FCoC 0,90 8,1 0,98 0.96 0.98 15 0,59
eFCoC 0,96 1,7 0,99 0.98 0.98 6 0,35

D2
FCoC 0,96 5,1 0,99 0.97 0.95 13 1,12
eFCoC 0,99 1,2 0,99 0.96 0.97 4 0,62

D3
FCoC 0,88 24,4 0,96 0.97 0.97 17 4,20
eFCoC 0,98 0,8 0,99 0.98 0.98 4 1,56

D4
FCoC 0,90 8,2 0,97 0.97 0.82 27 5,78
eFCoC 0,98 0,6 0,99 0.98 0.96 4 1,24

D5
FCoC 0,93 6,4 0,98 0.93 0.95 13 9,78
eFCoC 0,92 0,4 0,99 0.99 0.98 4 1,83

D6
FCoC 0,95 7,0 0,98 0.96 0.93 15 21,30
eFCoC 0,95 0,3 0,99 0.98 0.99 4 2,35

Table II
CONCISE INFORMATION OF HYPER-SPECTRAL IMAGE DATA SETS

Data Algorithm PC MSE IQI τ Time

GoMWs
FCoC 0,92 76,8 0,94 14 7,315
eFCoC 0,97 73,8 0,98 71 2,134

A&Vs
FCoC 0,87 159,2 0,91 9 4,935
eFCoC 0,97 136,5 0,95 74 1,978

University of Eastern Finland1. These are labeled data

sets D1-D6 with a number of features from 32-1024,

size 1024.

In this experiment, we have divided the original

data sets into M = 4 equal parts. FCoC module

installed by the parameters Tu=2, Tv=106 and C=16.

The experimental results are quantified by the validity

indexes in Table III-A. The experimental results show

that the proposed algorithm achieves the quality cluster

indexes and the clustering accuracy are better than

FCoC single.

B. Hyperspectral image data sets

The next experiments, we used three sample hy-

perspectral images, which downloaded from Spec-

TIR’s hyperspectral images gallery2. Summary of these

datasets is shown in Table III-B. In this experiment, we

have divided the original hyper-spectral image data sets

into M = 60 equal parts. FCoC module installed by the

parameters Tu=350, Tv=108 and C=12. The clustering

results are shown in Table 3. The silhouette diagram

obtained from SACT algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

1Speech and Image Processing Unit, School of Comput-
ing University of Eastern Finland, Clustering datasets [Online],
¡http://cs.joensuu.fi/sipu/datasets/¿

2SpecTIR’s Advanced Hyperspectral & Geospatial Solutions
¡http://www.spectir.com/¿
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Table III
CLUSTERING RESULTS USE EFCOC AND FCOC SINGLE ON

HYPER-SPECTRAL IMAGE DATA SETS

Data set Algorithm PC MSE IQI τ

GoMWs image
FCoC 0,92 76,8 0,94 14
eFCoC 0,97 73,8 0,98 71

A&Vs image
FCoC 0,87 159,2 0,91 9
eFCoC 0,97 136,5 0,95 74

Figure 2. Chart of silhouettes index by the number of clusters using
SACT a) on GoMWs image; b) on A&Vs image

According to the chart of silhouettes and number

of clusters, the SACT algorithm has determined the

number of appropriate clusters of the respective data

sets 5, 6. The clustering result is expressed as a layered

image as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Hyper-spectral image clustering results (a) using FCoC
single; (b) using eFCoC; (c) Three-band color composite using ENVI
software

According to the experimental results in Table 3,

the proposed algorithm achieves performance better

than FCoC algorithm. However, eFCoC’s the average

number of loops is higher than FCoC. The visual result

of eFCoC algorithm is basically similar to that of ENVI

image and FCoC.

Experiments show that the original results demon-

strate the potential of the proposed algorithm. Although

the experiments were just only conducted on several

multivariate data sets, the performance comparison was

performed only with the single FCoC algorithm. But

with the results of this study, this may be the basis

for deeply further research on ensemble fuzzy co-

clustering in multi-dimensional clustering such as the

hyper-spectral image.

C. Discussion
1) Comparison against base clustering: The pur-

pose of ensemble clustering is to combine multiple

base clusterings into a probably better and more robust

clustering. In this section, we compare the eFCoC

approach against the base clusterings on the benchmark

data sets. We run the eFCoC approach 100 times on

each data set. For each run, an ensemble of M base

clusterings is randomly generated and validity indexes

PC, MSE, IQI and the consensus function by SACT are

computed, respectively. The average validity indexes

over 100 runs of eFCoC and the base clusterings

are listed in Table III-A. Basically, eFCoC approach

produces significantly better clustering results than

the base clusterings in terms of validity indexes. As

shown in Table III-A, the proposed approach produces

overall better and more robust clusterings than the base

clusterings on the benchmark data sets. To evaluate the

reliability and correctness of the proposed algorithm.

We look at the clustering results in Fig. 3. According

to this result, we can see in the clustering image

obtained from the data set ”Gulf of Mexico Wetland

Sample”. Although data were splited, but when pairing

the resulting images there is no disruption in the color

areas. This shows the correctness and reliability of the

proposed method.
2) Comparison against non-automatic ensemble

clustering approaches: In this section, we compare the

proposed eFCoC approach against non-automatic en-

semble clustering approach, that is single FCoC. Note

that the proposed eFCoC approach is an automatic

approach. This non-automatic approach lack the ability

to estimate the cluster number automatically and need

to take the cluster number of the final clustering as

input. In our experiments, for comparison, the cluster

number of non-automatic approach is set to be the

same as the automatically estimated cluster number by

eFCoC using SACT algorithm [29].
3) Robustness to ensemble size M : In this section,

we further test the robustness of our approach w.r.t.

varying ensemble size M . For each ensemble size

M , we run eFCoC 100 times, respectively, and report

their average performance w.r.t. varying M from 2
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to 16 on six high-dimensional synthetic data sets and

M from 2 to 120 on two hyper-spectral image data

sets. Experimental results show that there are only

a few values of M where clustering performance of

eFCoC is highest. There are even more values of M
where the performance of eFCoC is lower than single

FCoC. If M is too large, data subsets are too small,

which cause the clustering performance to decrease

and the ability of parallel processing of the system

will overload. In addition,the noise and uncertainty

components will appear on many different subsets,

which results in reduced clustering performance. If

M is too small, the goal is not achieved as desired.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is not

much different than the single clustering algorithm.

Specifically, for six high-dimensional synthetic data

sets M = 4 and for two hyper-spectral images data

sets M = 60 are appropriate.

4) Robustness to select parameters: One of the

advantages of FCoC algorithms is the ability to rec-

ognize noise and uncertainty through adjusting Tu and

Tv fuzzy parameters. In this section we investigated

the effect of these parameters on eFCoC algorithm.

For each ensemble size M = 4, we run eFCoC 100

times on six high-dimensional synthetic data sets, with

parameter set Tu = 2, Tv = 106 and C = 16. The

clustering results are quantified through the mean of

values of PC, MSE, and IQI validity indices. There

are always some data subset modules that results in

poor clustering because of the effects of noise and

uncertainty. After a few adjustments to the value of

Tu and Tv on these modules we have received better

clustering results. We did the same survey for two

hyper-spectral images and found that many number of

modules had poor results. This can be concluded that

the two hyper-spectral images exhibit more noise and

uncertainty than six high-dimensional synthetic data

sets.

Similar to traditional fuzzy co-clustering algorithms,

selecting the initial value of the Tu and the Tv pa-

rameters is very important, which greatly affects the

quality of the final clustering. In these experiments, the

parameters Tu and Tv are known parameters. The value

of these parameters is determined using the parameter

search method that was used in [25].

The main objective of selecting parameter M is

to accelerate clustering. The determination of the M
parameter depends on the size of the data and the

number of actual processors that can be executed in

parallel. The M is the larger, the size of sub-data is

the smaller, the quality of clustering on each sub-data

is more inaccurate. So we have to choose M such that

the size of the subset of subsets is not too small and

M must be commensurate with the parallel ability of

the respective microprocessors.

5) Execution time: In this section, we test the

execution time of eFCoC and the baseline approaches.

We first use a fixed ensemble size M= 4 for six high-

dimensional synthetic data sets and M=60 for two

hyperspectral image data sets to evaluate the time

expenses of different approaches. Then we compare

the efficiency of these ensemble clustering approaches

with varying ensemble sizes. All experiments are con-

ducted in Visual studio 2010, 64-bit on a workstation

(Windows 7 64-bit, HP EliteBook 8560w with Intel R©
CoreTM i7 - 2820QM, VGA Nvidia Quadro 1000M).

Experimental results in Tables 1 show that for high-

dimensional synthetic data sets, the average number of

loops of FCoCs in eFCoC and the total of consumption

time of eFCoC is always lower than that of single

FCoC. Experimental results in Tables 3 show that for

hyper-spectral image data sets, the average number of

loops of FCoCs in eFCoC is higher but the total of

consumption time of eFCoC is always lower than the

single FCoC.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed an new fuzzy co-

clustering algorithm following the recent ensemble

trend to improve clustering performance on large data.

First, the data is divided into different parts. Then,

fuzzy co-clustering algorithm is used to clustering

these data parts. Finally, the SACT cluster trend es-

timation algorithm is used to ensemble the results

obtained from fuzzy co-clustering algorithms. The re-

sults of SACT algorithm are the appropriate number

of clusters and cluster distribution of the original data

set. The experiments were conducted on 6 sets of

multivariate data and two hyper-spectral images. The

experiment results demonstrate the potential of the

proposed algorithm in variable data clusters.

Some research directions in the future are as follows:

Research to improve eFCoC for big data clustering;

Research on the application of advanced eFCoC for

object detection and target recognition in the hyper-

spectral image.
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